AN INITIATIVE BY
CANINANA AGROPECUÁRIA SINTRÓPICA

What is Plante Chuva (Plant Rain)?
Plante Chuva is a cooperative for climatic and environmental regeneration,
based on syntropic agricultural production, family farming, the promotion of
machinery and other modern technologies, and the holding and verticalization
of the productive arrangement.
It means that we are an agricultural cooperative with many sectors and many
families involved, which instead of producing in a conventional way, produces
from organized planting and systematic management of trees in the
agricultural area (food production). With this type of cultivation, it is possible to
make it rain, recover the rivers and cool the climate, make the soil more fertile
through the deposit of organic matter in the place, and harvest more food than
conventional agriculture, which will consequently be free of pesticides.

What does
Plante Chuva do?
Plante Chuva is an initiative that at one end
delivers environmental and climate services,
regulating the region's rain, and at the other end
delivers tasty and affordable food harvested
from our syntropic crops.
You can find more Plante Chuva positioning in
Attachment 1.

HOW PLANTE CHUVA DOES IT?

Purchase of
degraded
pastures close
to urban centers

Its regeneration
through
syntropic
agriculture
(multi-strata
successional
agroforestry)

Occupation
and income
opportunity for
lots of families,
in a
regenerated,
fresh, humid,
abundant
environment,
with food
security and
autonomy,
leading to urban
exodus

Guaranteed
purchase of
regenerative
and organic
foods by our in
loco
multifunctional
agroindustry

Guarantee of
outflow through
our marketrestaurant,
leading to
democratic
access for the
final consumer
and
verticalization
of profit

Creation and
management
of a MultiInvestment
Fund for
Environmental
Compensation
(FMICA)

How is Plante Chuva
different from other initiatives?
Investing (or donating) in our initiative you can deliver
benefits to a wide range of sectors of the Brazilian
economy and citizens with us:
rain for the surroundings

affordable food for consumers
income for family farmers
profit for investors

sustainable territorial development for the region
nature regeneration
collective hope to build the new post-pandemic normal

We use a more effective set of land
management and agricultural principles

For the same amount of food
production, it is necessary to have
70 hectares of our integrated system,
while 370 hectares of a conventional
system is needed.

5x

370

less area

70
Plante Chuva

Conventional

Another advantage is the regeneration of the natural resource in the same local we
produce food, not in a separate, spare, distant one. With this method, we regenerate
soil, water, biodiversity, more humidity, and cooler microclimate, and the food harvest is
a consequence.
You can find more environmental and socioeconomic comparatives in Attachment 1.

We support diversity
and sustainability
Plante Chuva is being shaped
transversely by all agendas that are
consensus for its founders. Beyond
regenerating the environment and
climate by producing food and
settling family farmers, we will have
strict policies pro-diversity, with
severe combat of racism,
homophobia, sexism, misogyny, and
other discriminations. Our current
leadership team is 80% made up of
women.

In addition, renewable energy and
waste management will be taken into
consideration from the first pilots.

Why does Plante Chuva
have to exist?

R$
trillion
a year will be required to
spend to irrigate 85% of the
country's productive areas,
after the desertification of the
center-south, a work that
nowadays rain does for free.

The price of food and other
raw materials will be
unfeasible in this scenario,
disrupting negatively the
entire chain of products and
services, including 4.0
sectors.

To know more about this desertification process that is already happening click here

Therefore, even if you invest
in technology that is not
related to agriculture, at the
other end of the economy,
your profitability will be
compromised with the
desertification scenario
caused by the savanization
of the Amazon.

In 2020 we are
looking for...
visibility
non-refundable investment

long-term return investment
All of this to implement the first Plante Chuva
pilot, validate the initiative, and take off to plant
rain all over Brazil.

INVESTORS
Long term investment
(10 years)
Long term Smart Money
(10 years)

DONERS
Physical person
Grants
Pro bono consultancy
Spread the word about us

Each sector will be independent of each other to be
financially healthy from the beginning. Plante Chuva
is the whole package, it is not a sector "or" another,
but it is this sector "and" this sector. It is not just a
syntropic farm, or just a food industry, or a
restaurant with a market, Plante Chuva is all these
sectors together. The strategic focus of Plante
Chuva is to be a vertical cooperative to have the
strength and autonomy necessary to scale up with
the speed and quality that nature and society need.

HOW MUCH PLANTE CHUVA COST?
YEAR 0

YEAR 1

YEAR 2

YEAR 3

YEAR 4

YEAR 5

Infrastructure
construction and/or
renovation

BUDGET
(BRL)

6,5M
Appropriate machinery and tools

2,0M

Production

6,6M
Processing in loco
Agroindustry

Processing in loco
Slaughterhouse

Logistic

0,35M
Logistic

Harvest storage and
Clients supply fleet

Our restaurants-markets
supply fleet

Plante Chuva Administration
(3 coordinators and 2 CEOs)

0,27M
0,44M

Restaurant-market

0,35M

Total Investiment: BRL 16,5M

INCOME PROJECTION (BRL)
Syntropic
livelihood crops
(1 ha each family)

50 families per
Plante Chuva
module = 50 hectares

At least R$8 million
reais/yr from the 2nd year
(it will be split between the
families, Plante Chuva
reproduction and
maintenance)

Syntropic
livestock

(9 ha each family)

50 families per Plante
Chuva module = 450
hectares = 4 capita
per hectare

R$5,4 million/yr from
the 4th year (it will be split
between the families, Plante
Chuva reproduction and
maintenance)

In loco agroindustry
slaughterhouse and
harvest storage

Will process most of
in natura harvest to
enhance the power of
negotiation and selling
period

Adding value in 30% upon
the products

Land price
valuation

Multi-fund

Solar energy

Soil, water, and other
resources recovery by
syntropic farming

Receiving: conventional
companies’ socio,
environmental and
climate debts and fines
payment; legal and
physical person donations;
debenture investments;
government incentives
and exemptions; payment
for environmental and
climate services; valued
by-products purchase.

After the payback, allexpense we would have
with electric energy will
be used for other sectors.

Each year it is increased
80% upon the initial value
that the land was
purchased

It will enhance the working
capital, will add value to
the environmental and
climate front while
enabling to amortize the
food price for our
consumers (a starvation
issue in Brazil after
pandemic).

Profitability around
R$110.000,00 yearly

GUARANTEES
...the management applied by syntropic agriculture and its
agronomic and environmental superior results proven in the
scientific and empirical literature

All of this
is possible
thanks to…

...the business verticalization model, by holding the
production arrangement. It generates quicker profits to
plant more trees, guarantees the purchase of products from
families, adds value when processing, gives the population
democratic access to regenerative and organic foods

...the families' belonging feelings to their own land,
generating greater security and commitment to Plante
Chuva’s goals of reversing climate change, eradicating
hunger and poverty

COMPLIANCE POLICY
We will have…

anonymous
reporting
channel

internal
audit team

external
auditing
once a year

anti-corruption
training and good
habits in resource
management

Our focus is on education and prevention, but we
will properly punish bad conduct.

annual
accountability
reports

Who runs Plante Chuva?

Mariana
Telles Rocha

Amanda
Picelli

Suzana
Curti

Martina
Hovarth

João
Martinelli

Agronomist

Jurist

Environmental
Engineer

Environmental
Manager

Biologist

Brazil

Brazil

France

Brazil

Brazil

CO-FOUNDER

CO-FOUNDER

COORDINATOR

COORDINATOR

COORDINATOR

OUR PARTNERS

To produce more and
conserve more at the same
time, a necessary
compatibility.

How is Plante Chuva positioned in this goal?
• The agricultural frontier must not advance over primary forests, deforesting them;
• We increased productivity by recovering degraded areas and by syntropic
intensification the underutilized ones;
• We support zero deforestation (legal and illegal), transition to zero GHG emissions
by industries and other sectors;
• It is an economically viable and urgent initiative, especially in the long term;
• We work on combating climate change, preserving and regenerating biodiversity.
🌳 In addition to mitigating and adapting, we must reverse climate change! And
actions should not be restricted to areas isolated from human beings. For that, we
need a profitable, carbon-positive, and highly biodiverse agriculture that imitates
nature, obeying and driving its laws: that's why we opted for syntropic agriculture
occupying the matrix among forest fragments.

ATTACHMENT 1

If you were nature and could choose
your neighbor, who would it be?

Positioning Plante Chuva
on the global scenario
Plante Chuva meets a lot of other organizations' common goals and global call.
Thus, we are able and willing to contribute by partner with these initiatives, and
collaborating in every front that is relevant for them. Some of them are listed below.

ENVIRONMENTAL
REGENERATION AND SOIL FORMATION

SYNTROPIC AGRICULTURE
(PLANTE CHUVA)

HIGH BIODIVERSITY

PRIMARY FOREST
(UNTOUCHED NATURE)

150 years
to nature regenerate
a degraded area by itself

CONVENTIONAL
AGRIBUSINESS

There is no regeneration, but decline and
contamination of the Legal Reserve, of
the Permanent Preservation Area, and of
water through the use of pesticides,
limestone and fertilizer. It is cleared to
expand the agricultural frontier, with 150
million degraded hectares already
deforested with inefficient use.

30 to 50 year
to regenerate a
degraded area

It builds from 2 to 3
cm of soil per year

It builds 1 cm of soil
each 100 to 400 years

It loses 0,1cm to 1cm of soil per
year. Some cases 10cm.

CLIMATIC
LIGHT RAINS AND
WELL DISTRIBUTED

CARBON FIXATION, AND RAINS REGIME

SYNTROPIC AGRICULTURE
(PLANTE CHUVA)

PRIMARY FOREST
(UNTOUCHED NATURE)

EVAPOTRANSPIRATION
is the combination of
TRANSPIRATION

EVAPORATION

trees, grass and o
ther plants

of water in
the soil

THEY PRODUCE
RAINS ON
THEMSELVES

CONVENTIONAL
AGRIBUSINESS
Hydrological cycle interrupted:
Rain goes to the ocean and
not for the continent
Summer and
water spouts

Warmer Land
& Planet

CARBON AND
OTHER GHG
EMISSION

Monoculture
Monostrata

Agriculture
multi-strata
with trees in
the system
SOIL MOISTURE
Carbon fixation from 6 to 8
tones per hectare per year

Carbon fixation of 0,3
tones per hectare per year
SUBTERRANEAN WATER

Exposed, heated, dry soil,
decarbonized and degraded

SOCIOECONOMIC

10 ha
syntropic
agriculture

1,200 ha

SAME
INCOME

extensive
livestock

PRODUCTION PROFITABILITY

SYNTROPIC AGRICULTURE
(PLANTE CHUVA)

PRIMARY FOREST
(UNTOUCHED NATURE)

~BRL1,700
per person/
by harvest.

Only when
is allowed
extractivism

BRL60,000/ha to BRL160,000/ha
Less
Intensive

More
Intensive

CONVENTIONAL
AGRIBUSINESS

Livestock: ~BRL 1,600/ha
Grains: ~BRL 1,000/ha
Sugarcane: ~BRL 2,000/ha
Melon: ~BRL 2,000/ha
Tomatoes: ~BRL 100,000/ha

AGRONOMIC
PRODUCTIVITY - LAND USE AND OCCUPATION

SYNTROPIC AGRICULTURE
(PLANTE CHUVA)

Diversified
Production

recovering
natural
resources

+10

species/há
intercropped

PRIMARY FOREST
(UNTOUCHED NATURE)

CONVENTIONAL
AGRIBUSINESS

1 to 3
Only when
is allowed
extractivism

rotated
species
degrading
resources

Average productivity
in Brazil:
Livestock: 1 capita/ha
Grains: 2 to 5 t/ha
Sugarcane: 70 t/ha
Melon: 20 t/ha
Tomatoes: 70 t/ha

Dependency agriculture
every year you need
more inputs

200m³/ha
to 400m³/ha
of hardwood.

Liberation agriculture
5 to 10 years to reset the
irrigation and inputs need.

80 t/ha to
120 t/ha

capacity of
production

It suffers decline due to contamination of the
agricultural matrix and climate change.
It needs intervention, enriching with seedlings
and native seeds..

